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Get familiar with Sybrillo GO.
You can read and download the User’s Guide

in your language at 

www.sybrillo.com/downloads

Familiarisez-vous avec 
Sybrillo GO.
Vous pouvez lire et télécharger le Guide 

d’utilisation dans votre langue depuis le site 

Web de Sybrillo: www.sybrillo.com/downloads

Familiarízate con Sybrillo GO.
Podrás leer y descargar la Guía de usuario en 

tu idioma en: www.sybrillo.com/downloads

Mach dich mit Sybrillo Go 
vertraut.
Du kannst dir das Benutzerhandbuch in deiner 

Sprache auf der Sybrillo-Website ansehen und 

es herunterladen:

www.sybrillo.com/downloads

Ismerje meg a Sybrillo GO-t!
Ez a használati útmutató online olvasható és 

le is tölthető az ön választott nyelvén a Sybrillo 

weboldaláról: www.sybrillo.com/downloads

facebook.com/sybrillo

twitter.com/sybrillo

youtube.com/sybrillo

instagram.com/sybrillo

linkedin.com/sybrillo

ENG

FR

ESP

DE

HU
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Guys, I‘d like to personally say thanks to you. You are the ones who believed in 

Sybrillo GO and without you this product would never have been built. 

Major respect and gratitude goes out to our Kickstarter backers, early adopters and 

investors for encouraging us not just with kind words but also helping us walk through 

this long and winding road. 

I also thank my team and my founding partners for their tireless efforts, and my family 

for their support in making action videography better! 

I wish all of you successful shots and outstanding experiences! 

David, CEO

THANK 
YOU!
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Dear Customer, thank you for 
purchasing our product and 
your next best friend in video 
making! Now, with Sybrillo 
GO in your hands, you will 
be able to produce footage 
on par with professional 
cinematographers’ shots 
and you can join the Sybrillo 
family. To do so, use the 
#sybrillovers hashtag on 
your social channels. This 
way others can find your 
works, and you can connect 
with other videographers! 
Finally, congratulations for 
choosing this product, you 
have made a decision as 
smart as Sybrillo GO itself!  

FORE 
WORD
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PROD
    UCT
INTRO
SYBRILLO GO IS THE DEVICE
THAT HELPS YOU TAKE YOUR
VIDEOGRAPHY TO THE NEXT
LEVEL, AND EVEN FURTHER! 

The 3-axis gimbal guaran- 
tees your shots will be 
smooth as a summer breeze 
and steady as a tightrope 
dancer doing her thing. 
The different recording 
modes allow you to choose 
the best setting for what-
ever you want to capture: 

a skier shredding down the 
hill; a paraglider, soaring 
through the sky; or your 
granny, blowing out all
90 candles on her birthday 
cake.  
And finally, why not let go 
of Sybrillo (figuratively!) and 
pre-program it to do what 
you want it to do? Use the 
app, set up your scene and 
let it be your most patient 
cameraman.

GO SHOOT!

IN THE
BOX
YOU’LL
FIND

 Sybrillo GO 

 Camera thumb screw

 USB Charger cable 

 Quick Start Guide

 Sybrillo GO Users’ Guide
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PRO 
DUCT
OVER
   VIEW

THUMB SCREW
 
(for mounting the camera)

YOUR ACTION CAMERA

(not included in the box)

ROLL ARM

TILT ARM 

PAN ARM 

LED INDICATORS

USB CHARGING PORT+

COVERING LID

ON/OFF BUTTON

JOYSTICK/

FUNCTION SELECT BUTTON

BATTERY

STANDARD 1/4“

TRIPOD MOUNT

BATTERY RELEASE BUTTONS
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GET
   TING
START
   ED

Get the app! 
We strongly recommend installing the Sybrillo 

app – it’s available on the App Store and on 

Google Play. With the app you can program 

Sybrillo GO to perform complex manoeuvres, 

quickly select between advanced features. 

We designed the app to be lightweight, 

versatile and user-friendly – just like 

Sybrillo GO itself!

Mount the battery! 
1. Place the BATTERY under Sybrillo GO, with 

its electric connector facing up. 

2. Position it to overlap the base, then push 

up and slide the BATTERY in place. You will 

hear a click sound when the BATTERY is firmly 

connected to the device. 

3. To unmount the BATTERY, simultaneously 

press the two release buttons located on the 

side of the BATTERY and gently pull the unit 

away from the gimbal.

 

HOW TO USE SYBRILLO GO? 
EASY!

Position it to overlap 
the base, then push it 
towards the base. 
You will hear a click 
sound. 

1.

2.

Power on!
Hold the device by the lower part in your hand. 

To turn Sybrillo GO on, long-press the power 

button on the BATTERY for 3 seconds. The 

device turns on and goes into NORMAL mode. 

Joystick controls 
Sybrillo GO’s platform is equipped with 

a joystick which serves multiple functions: this 

is the interface for controlling Sybrillo GO’s

rotations (tilt and pan) just like the analog stick 

on gaming controllers. In certain operating

modes some movements are limited. 

Furthermore, the joystick also acts as a button: 

press it to switch to the next operating mode. 

The operating modes’ order is NORMAL, TRACE, 

ANCHOR and SELFIE MODE. 

The joystick also acts 
as a button: press it 
to switch to the next 
operating mode (in 
order: NORMAL, TRACE, 
ANCHOR and SELFIE 
MODE).
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GETTING STARTED

LED indicators
The LEDs on the BATTERY communicate 

various information.  

TURNING ON: 

All LEDs light up for 3 seconds. 

BATTERY READING:

To read the BATTERY’s current charge, press 

the power button once.

Each LED represents 20% battery charge;

- If the charge level is 100%, all 5 LEDs light up 

for 2 seconds, 

- If the charge level is 20% only one LED lights 

up for 2 seconds.

OPERATING MODE SELECT: 

The selected mode’s LED glows bright. 

- NORMAL mode  - the 1st LED glows. 

- TRACE mode - the 3nd LED glows. 

- ANCHOR mode - the 5th LED glows. 

CHARGING: 

LEDs will light up and fade out in consecutive 

order, repeatedly. During charging you can 

start a battery reading with the same light 

signals mentioned under “BATTERY READING”. 

TURNING OFF: 

All LEDs blink rapidly for 3 seconds. 

NORMAL MODE

TRACE MODE

ANCHOR MODE

OPER
  ATING
MODES
SYBRILLO GO STABILIZES ALL 
AXES IN ALL MODES. WITH 
THE JOYSTICK YOU CAN 
CONTROL SYBRILLO GO’S 
MOTIONS TO THE DESIRED 
ANGLE.

NORMAL mode
By default, Sybrillo GO assumes Normal mode 

when you turn it on. 

In NORMAL mode, the Roll and Tilt axes are 

locked and the gimbal follows your movements 

along the Pan arm’s axis. We recommend this 

mode for any general recording situation. 

TRACE mode
After you turned on Sybrillo GO, press the 

Function select button to go into TRACE mode. 

In TRACE mode, the camera is positioned in 

the default ordination: centered. In this mode, 

the Roll motions are locked and the gimbal 

follows your movements along the Pan arm’s 

and the Tilt arm’s axes. We recommend this 

mode for scenarios, where you turn left or 

right, or up and down, relative to your current 

position and you want the camera to follow 

this motion.

ANCHOR mode
After you’ve turned on Sybrillo GO, press the 

Function select button two times to go into 

ANCHOR mode. In ANCHOR mode, all 3 axes 

are locked. We recommend this mode for shots 

in which you want the camera to always point 

towards the same direction you have set it.

QUICK SELFIE mode
To quickly make a selfie photo, click the 

function button three times. Sybrillo GO will 

turn your action camera towards you for one 

quick shot, then with one click on the joystick 

it will turn back and assume NORMAL mode. 
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CALIB
RATION
OF THE
GIMBAL

IF YOU NOTICE THAT THE 
GIMBAL SEEMS TO BE 
OUT OF CENTER, USE THE 
CALIBRATION FUNCTION 
IN THE APP TO RETURN 
SYBRILLO GO TO ITS 
OPTIMAL FUNCTIONALITY.

THE
SYBRILLO
APP
Though Sybrillo GO can work without a smart- 

phone connected, we highly recommend 

downloading the ‘Sybrillo’ app to take full 

advantage of the device’s functions. 

It’s available on the App Store or Google Play.

For iPhone: 

For Android: 

Install the app on your phone and follow the 

connecting procedure to interconnect your 

camera, your phone and your Sybrillo GO. 

We recommend going through the in-app 

tutorial to learn how to use all of the functions. 

How to connect your Sybrillo 
GO with your phone?
Turn on Sybrillo GO using the ON/OFF button. 

Download and install the app on your phone. 

Launch the app, and allow it to use Bluetooth. 

You will see all detected Sybrillo GO devices 

listed with their serial numbers. Now you will 

need to pair the two devices. To do this, press 

and hold the Function select button for 5 

seconds and the pairing will commence. If the 

devices do not pair, try this step again.

To conserve battery and make connecting safe, 

Sybrillo GO will deactivate its Bluetooth signal 

after 1 minute, if no device is paired. If the 

pairing wasn’t successful, restart the pairing 

by pressing the Function select button for 5 

seconds. 

The Bluetooth pairing may be lost if your phone 

and Sybrillo GO get out of each other’s range 

which is 10 meters. If this happens, the app will 

warn you to reconnect the devices.

Once your devices are paired, you can 

rename your stabilizer from the default 

SybrilloGO_#serialnumber name to anything 

you like – this is helpful if you own more than 

one stabilisers or if you’re with others who also 

use Sybrillo GOs. 

Sybrillo GO can connect with Bluetooth 4.1 

(or higher) devices running Android or iOS 

operating systems. 
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MAIN
  TEN
  ANCE

Your Sybrillo GO needs very little maintenance –

it’s designed to work for you for a long time. 

If your Sybrillo GO gets wet or even submerged, 

it will endure it for a limited time. Once it’s not 

exposed to water, wipe it dry with a clean 

cloth. Do not use a hair dryer or a heat gun, or 

a high pressure water gun, as extensive heat 

and extensive water impact may damage the 

plastic and/or compromise the lubricants of 

the motors. 

Should your device become dirty, clean it with 

a soft, slightly wet microfiber cloth.

If your device is submerged in salt water, rinse 

it with a little freshwater to make sure that sea 

salt does not leave any residue that would 

hinder the motors from working perfectly. 

If you encounter any problems or have 

questions regarding your Sybrillo GO, please 

visit our website: help.sybrillo.com.

COM
    PATIB
       ILITY

Sybrillo GO is compatible with a wide range 

of cameras. Please visit the list of compatible 

products on our website at: 

www.sybrillo.com/compatibility
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FIRM
 WARE
UP
   DATE

Your Sybrillo Go, like all smart devices, runs 

a firmware for its operation. This needs to 

be updated from time to time, as we are 

constantly working on fine-tuning the app 

and the device’s functions to achieve the best 

possible user experience. 

Updating happens automatically, through 

the app. The application notifies you if a new 

firmware update is available. Before updating 

we recommend you make sure the battery of 

your phone and Sybrillo GO is fully charged. 

Once you tap update, the app will download 

the latest firmware and prompts you to turn 

on your Sybrillo GO. Once the phone and 

the device are connected firmware updating 

happens automatically, no additional 

interaction is needed. Updating will usually 

take a few minutes per instance. 

Please note that while the update process 

is running, you cannot use your Sybrillo GO. 

If the update process is interrupted (e.g. the 

BATTERY is depleted), Sybrillo GO restores the 

last firmware version and will continue working 

with it until you update the firmware. 

TROU
  BLE
SHOO
   TING

Should you encounter any problem with your 

Sybrillo GO, visit our website for frequently 

asked questions or our direct customer service.

For help please visit: 
help.sybrillo.com
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SPECI
  FICA
   TION

Operating voltage Nominal voltage range: 7.4-8.4 V

Pitch, roll and tilt 
rotation angles

Endless rotation on all axes

Communication type Bluetooth 4.1

Charging interface USB Type-C

Dimensions 103×146×90 mm

Weight Sybrillo GO (with BATTERY, without camera): 446 g

Compatible cameras
See the list of compatible cameras at:
www.sybrillo.com/compatibility

Certifications CE, FCC, KC

Environmental tolerance
Operates best between -15 and 40°C, 
or between 5 and 104°F

DISCLA
  IMER+
WAR
 RANTY

Water tolerance
Sybrillo GO was designed to be fully weather-

proof. This means it will function in rainy and/ 

or snowy environments for a limited time. 

Submerging with Sybrillo GO is not recom-

mended: though it will not get harmed by 

water, functionalities will be restricted due to 

the water’s drag. Underwater, Sybrillo GO’s 

motors cannot stabilize the image as efficiently 

as they can outside water. We advise NOT to 

use Sybrillo GO in activities where water can 

exert major impacts on the device.
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Warranty information
Sybrillo guarantees that the devices and 

accessories you purchased are free from any 

defects or damages both in materials and 

functionality upon reception of the product(s). 

Under normal use and with the User’s Guide’s 

contents in mind, the purchase warrants a 

1 year period of full warranty for the customer. 

Warranty limitations and 
exclusions:
The limited warranty is only granted if 

conditions of proper use are met by the 

Customer. 

The warranty is cancelled in case of: 

-any defects or damage resulting from use 

of excessive force or inflicted by the use of 

any sharp object, 

- accidents, misuse, not intended manner 

of use;

- abnormal and/or unadvised conditions, 

unadvised manner of storage, neglect, or 

unnecessary physical and/or electrical and/or 

magnetic stress cancel the warranty;

- the device’s serial number removed, damaged, 

altered or made illegible;

- shows marks of excessive wear and tear;

- any defect or damage that result from 

improper and/or unadvised operation, 

maintenance, attempted service, 

or adjustments; 

- defects or damage resulting from external 

causes such as traffic accidents, collisions 

with an object, fire damage, flooding, dirt, 

windstorm, lightning, earthquake, exposure 

to severe weather conditions or liquids, 

or moisture or chemicals, sand or dirt, theft, 

unadvised use of any electrical source. 

In summary: any scratches, dents, cracks 

and any visual cosmetic damage caused by 

the customer or any third party limits and/or 

cancels the warranty.

Sybrillo reserves the right to examine and 

decide on replacement claims on each order 

individually.

DISCLAIMER + WARRANTY

Sybrillo’s Replacement Policy
Sybrillo (Redwood City, CA 94063) guarantees 

a refund or a replacement of your Sybrillo GO 

with the conditions below. 

A refund of your Sybrillo GO can be requested 

within 7 days counted from the actual 

reception date of the product. In case of 

a refund, the cost of reshipping of the product 

to our address is charged to the customer. 

We can accept refund requests if your product 

was not activated and is in new condition 

without any marks of wear, with all belonging 

accessories and packaging shipped back 

alongside with the main unit. In case the 

purchase was not conducted through our 

website or has been conducted as a pre-

purchase, the 7-day refund period is not 

applicable. 

If you discover any manufacturing defect 

of the product or any of its accessories, 

a replacement will be granted, depending 

on your choice. 

Please contact customer service at:

help.sybrillo.com 

Refunds
Sybrillo will NOT grant you a refund if the 

refund was requested beyond 7 days of the 

product’s actual reception, or accessories 

of the product are lost or damaged, or if the 

device itself was damaged or is not in its new 

condition both optically and physically.

Furthermore, if the proof of purchase (receipt) 

cannot be provided, Sybrillo is not obliged to 

issue a refund. In case Sybrillo GO or any of 

its accessories were modified or altered in any 

way, neither refund nor replacement will be 

issued. 

Disclaimer and Safety 
Instructions
To make sure your video-capturing experience 

is as good and productive as possible, 

we kindly ask you to abide the following 

instructions regarding your and Sybrillo GO’s 

general safety.

- Read and comprehend the User’s Guide as it 

covers all important questions regarding the 

product.

- Do not break open, modify or abuse your 

Sybrillo GO.

-Treat your device with care and protect it from 

harsh environmental impacts.

- Before turning on your device make sure 

there is no dirt, sand or any other residue 

from previous use that may restrict its optimal 

functionality.
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- Before turning on your device make sure you 

are holding it in the intended way – by the 

BATTERY in your palm. Should you hold Sybrillo 

GO in any other way, make sure your fingers 

do not restrict the arms or the motors as this 

will lead to lower performance and may result 

in unnecessary mechanical stress or even injury.

- Do not throw your device and avoid 

dropping it. Due to the installed rubber 

parts, the chance of accidental dropping is 

minimized, but we advise you to take care 

every time you use your device.  

- Hold the device in your hand, by the BATTERY, 

before powering it up or before setting it 

down on a surface or mounting it to a tripod 

or other mounting configurations. Make sure 

your fingers are not obstructing the arms of 

the gimbal to avoid personal injury and/or 

mechanical stress. 

- Before every charging make sure the charging 

port is free of debris, sand and dust as these 

may negatively affect charging performance 

as well as cause electrical problems within the 

device.

- Though Sybrillo GO was designed with no 

small parts that are removable, please keep 

your device away from small children.

DISCLAIMER + WARRANTY

- Sybrillo GO cannot function with a depleted 

battery. Refer to the section of this guide on 

the BATTERY and its charging, and charge the 

battery accordingly.

- Do not use Sybrillo GO’s battery for other than 

its original purpose which is to power the 

device. 

- Use your Sybrillo products exclusively with 

original Sybrillo BATTERIES.

- Do not expose your device to heat. This 

includes but is not limited to putting it in hot 

devices such as ovens, microwave ovens and 

tumble driers.

- Do not short the connectors of your Sybrillo 

GO as this could lead to serious electric 

malfunction and/or personal injury!

- Do not expose your device to strong 

magnetic fields.

Sybrillo is not affiliated with, endorsed by, 

or in any way associated with GoPro® Inc. 

or its products and services. GoPro®, HERO, 

and their respective logos are trademarks 

or registered trademarks of GoPro® Inc.

We’ve made Sybrillo GO with 
countless hours of hard work 
and endless love. We hope 
you’ll enjoy the multitude of 
possibilities Sybrillo GO provides. 
Now go shoot like never before!



www.sybrillo.com


